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the parliamentary group meant admitting that he had been
badly mistaken right up to the present, and exposing himself
to the taunts of the communists who were preparing to fall
upon the c traitors '. The communists asked for nothing
better than that the socialists should definitely commit
themselves, hoping thus to discredit them in the eyes of the
masses, while benefiting from their rise to power. But the
decision of the National Council destroyed any possibility
of successful parliamentary action in support of public
liberties. The parliamentary group rebelled, and appointed
a new executive. This completed the split between socialists
and maximalists, while at the same time the importance of
an accession of socialist votes to a ,new government was
reduced to a minimum. The c collaborationists' could
only reckon 60 votes out of the 145 socialist and communist
deputies. The new parliamentary weapon was destroyed
as soon as it was drawn by this now unavoidable schism.
Besides, as time went on, and the fascist squads continued
their occupation of the country, socialist collaboration began
to lose its value. A year earlier mere abstention from voting
on the part of the socialists would have reversed the situation,
driven the fascists into political isolation and prevented them
from surviving the crisis of the second half of 1921. In
February 1922 abstention was no longer enough, and
socialist support would have been necessary to any govern-
ment arising out of the Bonomi crisis if it wanted to instil a
respect for law and order into the fascists. By the middle
of 1922 neither abstention nor support would have been
enough, only collaboration. This, too, was rapidly losing its
value, as Mussolini noticed when commenting on the
socialist National Council in June : c In the meantime plenty
of water is flowing under the bridges of the Tiber, and it is
probable that the collaboration offered by the collabora-
tionists will soon have so diminished in value that they will
not be able to find a dog to collaborate-with them.'
On June 16 the Fascist Party executive and parliamentary
group both declared themselves opposed to any socialist
participation in government, which would be c an obstacle
to the economic reconstruction of the country * ; decided
that c other parties lending themselves in any way to such

